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stablished in 192 , McCann London is a leading
media and advertising agency, dedicated to helping
brands discover their true story and play a
meaningful role in people's lives. n 201 , they were
named the UK's most awarded agency at Cannes.
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Lobby or Anti Pollution Legislative
Changes



Help People Protect Themselves
rom Air Pollution



McCann looked to social media to
pressure local politicians and city officials
to pass clean air bills. They wanted to
leverage public and media attention to
push for positive change that would help
reduce London’s current air pollution
levels and ensure clean air thinking for
future city planning and transportation
regulations.

The Toxic Toby campaign also aimed
to educate individuals about air
pollution and provide them with
actionable information to inform their
decision-making. McCann wanted to
encourage people to make healthier
lifestyle choices and bring about
smaller individual consciousness
shifts that could grow into a largescale about-face change.
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The McCann team wanted to bring
attention to the fact that air pollution
in London was becoming a ma or
health crisis, and awaken the public
consciousness to its dangers and
prevalence. The main focus was
London, but the greater hope was to
spark a level of interest that could
become global.
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Coughing To ic Toby’ Teddy Bear on London’s treets
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umbers aren’t enough to get people to pay attention. McCann
understood they had to give air pollution 'a face' for people to
connect with. They teamed up with BreezoMeter and robot
makers Battle round to place a coughing teddy bear on the
streets of London - the cuddly teddy would cough every time
pollution levels rose to dangerous levels. The cuddly bear-turnedair-quality-reader served as a sort of canary in a coalmine for
passersby, taking on the appearance of a roadside memorial.
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ee Toxic Toby in action for yourself here
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Automatically Tweet Policy Makers when Pollution Gets
Dangerous


very time Toby coughed, it would automatically broadcast a
warning targeted at the Twitter accounts of local policymakers,
quoting alarming air pollution statistics (like the 9,400 deaths
associated with poor air quality each year). This shareable public
appeal enabled Toxic Toby to garner more attention and followers
as Londoners - and those further beyond - started to spread his
messages across the internet and other social media platforms.
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ncourage Behavior Change among London Residents
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By raising awareness of harmful air pollution, Toxic Toby
also served to educate people about the smarter decisions
they could make each day with the help of real-time air
quality information. Londoners could check Toby’s Twitter
account for live reports or for a timeline of dynamic
pollution levels and incorporate the information into their
daily plans to dodge highly polluted areas. 


The growing focus on air pollution’s prevalence and harmful
effects also helped create a consciousness shift even for
people outside of London, causing individuals to seek out
air quality information about their specific locations and
adopt a more pollution-conscious mindset.

How Did McCann Benefit?

The Campaign that Keeps Winning
Awards



Mass Pollution Awareness as
Campaign Goes Viral



The Toxic Toby campaign won several
prestigious advertising awards for
groundbreaking social responsibility as
well as marketing and public affairs
campaigns (such as the 2019 One Show
- Design and the D&AD award). The
awards continue to roll in, even years
after the campaign.


The Toxic Toby campaign went viral,
garnering over 100 million views in news
coverage from around the world.
Creativity is a great tool for sparking
interest, and the stark contrast between
the cuddly and personable teddy and its
alarming message was incredibly
effective in capturing public attention.

Toby Makes Real Change Happen


The influx of public attention meant
UK legislators passed a new
environment bill and introduced air
pollution education ventures for
children. Toby also served as a focal
point for different clean air
advocacy groups like the British
Lung Foundation and even the WHO.

"“The problem with pollution is that you can’t see it, so it’s easy to disregard as we go about our
business. But Toxic Toby puts pollution and its harmful effects right in front of people's eyes
with something they can’t ignore. The combination of an animatronic soft toy twinned with an
alarming cough certainly turns heads. And teaming up with BreezoMeter’s live, location-based
pollution data allowed us to be reactive and target the worst offending areas to spread an
important message”"


James Crosby and Will Cottam, McCann London’s Creatives
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